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Preface

This sum er I worked next to some great minds at Good Fulton & Farrell. There
hinking sweeping over the majority of the architects that worked there.
The firm put on n internal lecture series on sustainability which starting with the early
theories and con luded with practical things we could do at the office to conserve resources. This w ve of sustainability changed the way I think as well as act and I hope
that I can spread it to others.
As a child I have always enjoyed exploring though the woods. I hated living in
the suburbs whe e I couldn't find a creek to jump in or small creatures to watch. I have
always been fas ~ nated with facilities that incorporate nature into the design and lets the
inhabitants expe ience nature by visiting the facility. It has been a goal of mine to bring
the indoors out and the outdoors in. My idea is to bring people from all around to a retreat/conference facility so that they can experience nature so that I can pass a little of
the sustainable inking to them. This facility should also serve as an example to Lubbock and surro ding areas that sustainable architecture can be built in this climate.
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Thesis Statement
Practicing sustainable principles that give back to the earth as much as they take away is now
more important than ever with increasing energy costs. Through clear functional expression
of sustainable design, sustainable principles can be instilled into visitors.

Facility Type
The conference/retreat facility is a facility for visitors to get away from their normal lives so
they can focus on learning something new from their stay.

Scope of Proje t
Sustainability is a
and toxicity of wh
take advantage o
environment asp

concept that covers everything in a project including weighing the benefits
re every material comes from and how it is made. This project seeks to
energy saving features of the site so that it can take as little away from it's
ssible.

Context Statement
The facility will be located just east of Mackenzie park on Parkway Drive. This hot, breezy climate lends itself p to solar design to save energy and rain water collection used for watering
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the landscape.

Theoretical
Although today's buildings are more efficient that those built 30 years ago, the average
house, office, sc ool, apartment building, or hotel still wastes tremendous amounts of
energy and wate . Most of these were designed with little regard for local climate and
are far more expensive to heat and cool than necessary. Owners pick up the tab for poor
energy-inefficiedt construction. Although unsustainable buildings' harm may appear to
be localized, it a tually ripples outwards, some times for thousands of miles. Ultimately,
the costs of poor design are paid not entirely by a building's owner and those who work
and live there, b t by everyone.
The prim
goal of sustainable design is to minimize the harm buildings cause by
using the best of ancient buildings approaches in sensible combination with new technological advances. Its ultimate goal is to produce offices, homes, even entire subdivisions, that are net producers of energy, food, clean water, clean air, beauty, and healthy
communities.
Sustainable architecture meets the needs of the present without compromising the abpity of future generations to meet their own needs. It constantly maintains the processes of the natural world while simultaneously deriving from it our means
of sustenance. Sustainable architecture gives back to the land as much as it takes away
from it though a rocess that does not disrupt the environments natural lifecycle (Rocky
Mountain Institu e 1-2).
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Theoretical
Background
50% of m terial resources taken from nature are building-related. Over 50% of
national waste p oduction comes from building sector. 40% of the energy consumption
in Europe is buil ing-related. Designers of buildings and their service systems play a
key role within e building sector (Anink et al. 8).
1

Integrated life cycle management means striving to keep raw materials within a
single cycle as uch as possible. This means a minimum of waste, lengthening the life
span of building components, increasing the flexible use of dwellings, and promoting
the recycling of aterials and products after the demolition of the building (Anink et al.
10).

The ultim te aim of Sustainable Architecture is to integrate the life cycle as much
as possible. The basic strategy for choice of sustainable building material consists of the
following steps:
-prevention of
ecessary and inefficient use of materials
-use of renewable and recycled resources
-selection of materials with the least environmental impact.
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Issue ttl
Use of cistern to mark the end attract people.

trance

Use of cistern/look out tower
to mark the center.

Use a

Theoretical
Background

Image is how a building is remembered. It is
the first impression that a visitor has of the facility which gives an identity.

Goal It is important to make a good initial impression to give the visitor a positive outlook at
the rest of the stay. This image along with the
rest of the facility will stay in the visitors' memory and affect how they felt about the stay.

ter feature to mark the

center.

Performance Requirement One The exterior should be laid out to have a central focus of
a distinguishable form or feature.
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Issue #.I

Theoretical
Background

I

q

Performance Requirement Two

Cl

The buildings should be arranged
around a central meeting place to
emphasize the importance.

0
CJq
Use a special form
to signify the center.

Use a: green space to
bring people to the center.

Arrange buildings in circle to emphasize center.

Buildings can represent forms seen
in nature.

fol

The scale of the buildings should not out stage
land forms and vegetation already there.

Forms represent flowing
of water.

Performance Requirement Three
The forms should be organic in appearance and fit into the scale of the
site
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Issue 2
Have iVeral cisterns on the site
to store ater. Then use the
water <jllected to water the
vegetation.

Theoretical
Background

Energy Efficiency is a big part of a sustai nable building. Water and energy bills are costly
parts of operation for a bui lding.

Goal Measures should be taken to minimize
the amount of outside water and energy to be
used.

Performance Requirement One Configu re
Use ext~nsions of the gutter
system to channel water to cisterns.

the drainage system to collect water instead of
sending it away from the site.
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Issue 2

Theoretical
Background

Performance Requirement Two
Design elements should be used to
harness the sun's energy.

Use solar energy to
heat water.

Use Clay lighting which
is better and free. Clerestories is one way to do

Light shelves are another way to enhance
day lighting.

this.
Thermal glass
should be used on
glazing.

Natural ventilation
sboJid be used in the
pracfical seasons.

The heat from the sun
should be used to warm
the building on cold
days.

Performance Requirement Three
Temperature regulation is the biggest
energy requi rement for a building.
This can be reduced greatly by using
design strategies combined with new
materials.
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Issue #,3

Theoretical
Background

Educating others about sustainability is one of
the top goals so that the design has an impact
on the lives of all, not just the management of
the facility and the visitors.
Expos' g the piping and color
coding J;\.elps express what the
functiort of the system is.

Use eXJ¥>sed ceiling where they
are app opriate.

Goal through seeing how the design works,
visitors will have a better grasp of what susta inability is about.

Performance Requirement One
Demonstrating the mechanical systems of the
design to the visitors.
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Issue #3

Theoretical
Background

Performance Requirement Two
Use natural features to inform visitors of how much is going on around
them.
Use solar energy to

Use undials to show

heat water.

how the sun moves
thouj¥1 the sky and how
the angle changes
thro gh the year.
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Project: United States Postal
Service 8th Ave Station.
Architect: Quor m Architects
of Fort Worth
Location: Fort

orth, Texas

Size: 26,000 s . ft.
The USPS wanted a building that would showcase environmenta l
awareness, commitment, and material qualities while using standa rd
design modules What they got not only fit this charge but also provided the community with a building they can be proud of. The intention of this design was to convey its sustainable elements to all customers who enter the building as well as to the surrounding neighborhood. Most of U1e sustainable approaches here are hidden . Fi rst
off, the site was identified as a brown site which is hazardous, but
was made fit fon use by working with a firm that specializes in soi l recycling.

The architects were very involved with the construction managepient to keep waste to a minimum. A partnership with Lone Star Gas will provide a natural ga refueling station for the USPS
vehicles. This also has a rainwater harvesting system which direct water back down to the natural
aquifer. In addition, it has two 12,000 gallon
holding tank whicr one inch of rain will completely
refill both. Low-emission glazing and highefficiency HVAC systems where used along with
several sustainable materials. Packing this wide
range of sustaina~le elements in to a 26,000 sq.
ft. building was dCDne to act as a "green" showcase (Yowell 32-3 ).
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Project: Roy Lee Walker Elementary School
Architect: SHW of Dallas
Location: McKi ney, Texas
The main feature of this school is day lighting. Each
classroom has~ south facing clearstory seen here, which provides all the ligh' needed during the day. There is a mon itoring system that urns on auxiliary lights if a cloud blocks the
sun. Rainwater 1s the other big feature of this design. A cistern is the focal point of the school's aesthetic appeal.

...,.....,

__
-1-

"'"

Roy Lee Waker 'Sustainable' Elementaly School

oretical
The school is des gned to collect all rainwater that hits
its roof and flow "Yater to one of the six cisterns surrounding the school to hold a total of 68,000 gallons.
This water is then used to water the landscape
pumped though U1e sprinklers by a windmill. Solar
panels supply the majority of the schools hot water
needs. An innov~tive design of the classroom corridors eliminates d0ors in the lower grades wing. The
walls are staggerJd to prevent noise from traveling
from one room to another. The corridors were widened to be used 9s computer labs. A water habitat,
sundials, a state-CDf-the-art weather station and even
the building's pluf bing and ventilation systems are
used to further educate the students (SHW).
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Facility
This facilif is a platform to speak about sustainability. The function of this
building is to brirg people on the site to get a feel of how they should be living and
the benefits of I ving in that manner. The purpose that this facility has to be in Lubbock is that it is the only way to show people in Lubbock that this type of a building
can work. If it ere placed anywhere except Lubbock, it would lose it's credibility
and not speak directly to who it needs to.
A Retreat,.1Conference facility could easily be supported in this area. Texas
Tech could have their Red Raider Camp at this facility rather than in Junction. Instilling sustainable principles into incoming students will only have positive effects on
the college and campus. Students will feel the need to recycle and not liter. There
will be a respec~for the grounds that is not always found in students of this era.
This facili is not about it's functions of sleeping, dinning, conferencing and
parking, althou h it will accomplish those the best that is possible. The facility is
about how it ca change visitors for the better and eventually a town.
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Issue tt
Sleepin cabin with mass showering a.

Two be s per room hotel style.

Facility

Comfort is extremely important to a retreat
type facility. The reason people come here is to
get away from their regular lives and to relax.

Goal Provide an environment that allows a enjoyable stress free stay.

Performance Requirement One Arrange
Cabin s eeping arrangement to
bring
ups together.
·

the sleeping and bathing facilities to fit the type
of groups that will visit.
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Issue

~~1

/1:

Have high ceilings
about twice as tall
as a man.

Have ighting fixtures
abou head height.

~ ,_~:=;:;:::£,/

Facility

Performance Requirement Two

Provide warm lighting where the light_,,.__, ing fixtures to light the table and have
ceilings which are high enough to accommodate individual conversations
Have lighting fixtures
either on the table or the going on in a large sitting area.

_

wall.

Arrarige planters in
group,s as vegetation
grow8 in nature instead
of a pattern.

Frame views of vegetation.

Performance Requirement Three
Bring nature into the interior literally
with planters or symbol ica lly with
fram ing views of vegetation.
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Issue tt2
Place b ilding on the south fac-

ing slopp to take advantage of

Facility

Building Orientation can take advantage of

the win er sun.

the features of the site to make a facility less
demanding on utilities.

Place building on the south fac-

Goal Arrange the buildings so that they take

ing slopp to take advantage of

advantage of the elements.

the win er sun.

Performance Requirement One Place
buildings on the south facing slope to take advantage of the winter sun.
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Issue #.2

Facility

Performance Requirement Two

Place b ilding on the south Arrange the buildings so
facings ope to take advan- that they can be ventilated
tage of ' e winter sun.
by the summer winds.

Use deciduous trees to hade the
buildings in the summe and allow
the sun to penetrate in e winter.

Use evergreens to protect
the buildings from cold
winter winds.

Arrange the buildings to take advantage of the winds. They should be
sheltered from the winter winds and
ventilated from the summer winds.

Performance Requirement Three
Use the vegetation to protect the
buildings from the elements.
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Activi

~

Rangi g from parent's cars who are there just to drop off their students to busses
full of wisitors who are needing to unload their belongings for a pleasant stay.

Desi n Response:
Parki g should be well landscaped to give the visitors a taste of what to come.

Approach:
This i~ the first impression the visitors will have about the facility. It will be important td establish the mood and image from this point.

Desi n Response:
The fi st view must summarize the reason this facility exists and express the idea
of sustainability in form and function.
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ActivilJj
Visito swill be required to check in and receive their room assignments for their
stay. J tinerary along with other information will be distributed at this time followed
by a g,roup meeting to discuss the rules and schedule as a wh ole.

Design Response:
This rea should be inviting and used to demonstrate sustainable interior systems.

Lounging:
Visitol'is will relax, read , mingle in semi-private areas and feel comfortable enough
to sit, ay, slouch, etc. and meet other visitors.

Desi n Response:
Floori g material should be soft to absorb ambient noise. Lighting should be
natural when possible and adjustable in intensity. There shall be pleasant views
for the visitors to look at when lounging.
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Activil)j
Visito s will eat all meals in the cafeteria. Groups ranging from 20-80 will come to
enjoy the atmosphere and dine in a buffet type meal. Cooking and cleaning require entilation and access to waste disposal.

Desi n Response:
Lightirng should be natural when possible and adjustable in intensity. Dinning
shoul have it's own ventilation system and ceiling height should be tall enough to
allow for conversation, 11-15' tall. Table arrangement of 4-6 seats per table will
allow ingling .

Visito~s

will need a place to rest after event filled days. Setting must be quite,
dark, and comfortable. The space must feel safe and semi-private.

Desi n Response:
The I yout has to be adjustable to accommodate large groups or only a couple
per room.
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Activi
Con~

~

rence/Education:

A pla e is needed to educate the visitors and for the conferencing to take place.
This s ould be an inviting place that is open for conversation .

Desi n Response:
The r om should have a focal point as well as be open for any point to be focused
upon.

Smal Group Counseling:
Part of the education will be in small groups of about 10 to get on a more personal
level.

Desi n Response:
Thes areas will have low ceilings, have natural lighting and put everyone on an
equal importance level.
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ActiviI~
Facility Manage·ment:
The facility will need a place for someone to manage all of the activities and keep the place
running. The pell on will also need a small staff for small duties and chores.

Design Response:
A view of the acti\ ities which the visitors are taking part in along with a general view of the facility will help in this duty. Tools such as computer, desk and others should be housed here.
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Spati
Spece
Parking Lot

Acfrvities
Parking car or bus and unloading luggage

UsE rs
Staff and Visitors

EqL ipment
Ramps, railing, lights, signage

Character
Easy access through definite path and signage.

Per ormance Requirements
1.

The area should be well light to provide security.

2.

Smooth elevation transitions to allow ease of luggage handling
Page 24

Spatia
Sp ce
Lobby

Act1wities
Check in and will serve as a lounge

Users
Staff and Visitors

Eq ipment
Counter, vegetation, chairs and couches

Character
Easy access through definite path and must have a warm inviting feeling
to ttie space with nice views of the site.

Performance Requirements
1.

Provide warm lighting with nice views of the site.

2.

Make the Lobby easily accessible from the parking lot.
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Spati I
Space
Office

Activities
Administration and Staff Meetings

Users
Staff

Equi
Computer, desk and chairs

Char cter
Pleasant to work in and observe the activities going on.

Performance Requirements
1.

Give views of the activity areas as well as the check-in area.

2.

Views into the office should be controlled for private staff meetings.
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Spa ti
Sp ce
Sleeping quarters

Activities
Sleeping , dressing, and lounging

Staff and Visitors

Eq ipment
Beds and sinks

Ch racter
Safe, quite, and dark for sleeping when it is sleeping hours.

Pe ormance Requirements
1.

Has to fit the needs of both small group sleeping as well as large group
sleeping.

2.

Has to have a safe, quiet atmosphere for sleeping when called for and
Have access to the rest room.
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Spati I
Small Conference rooms

Teaching and small groups conferencing

rs
Staff and Visitors

ipment
Chairs, tables and dry erase boards.

racter
Natural lighting when possible and needs to be able to entertain discus-

ormance Requirements
1.

The room should put everybody in at an equal importance level.

2.

Comfort is important here to let the conversation happen naturally.
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Spa ti
Sp ce
Large Lecture/Conference room

Actij\/ities
Lectures and conferences

rs
Staff and Visitors

Eq ipment
Conference table, chairs, audio visual equipment

Character
Space should be inviting and have natural lighting when possible.

Performance Requirements
1.
2.

The space needs to be flexible to be used for several uses.
The room should have a focus for presentations and speakers. There
should be adequate sight lines to this focus .
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Spati I
Sp ce
Dinning hall

Actvities
Eating of buffet-style meals

Users
Staff and Visitors

Eq ipment
Chairs, tables, food prep equipment

Ch racter
This space should have a warm feel to it and have a functional kitchen.

Performance Requirements
1.

This space needs access to waste disposal and separate ventilation dining than the rest.

2.

This space should have high ceilings, good lighting and have nice views
f the site.
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Spati I

ility

Spsce
Ropes course

Actiwities
Group activities and ropes challenge

Users
Staff and Visitors

Equipment
Ropes course equipment, safety equipment, drinks, shade

Character
This is a fun place which should let visitors interact with the site.

Performance Requirements
1.

A challenging but not too challenging course with varied levels of difficulty.
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Spati I
Spsce
Gathering area

Actiwities
Eating, gathering, meetings, lounging , watching wood burn

Use rs
Staff and Visitors

EqL ipment
Portable tables and chairs

Character
Outdoors, camping atmosphere.

Per ormance Requirements
1.
2.

There needs to be a place to cook and eat with access to trash pickup.
There needs to be something to be able to have your focus placed on
whether it be a noise or site.
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Spatia
Sp~ce

Outdoor pavilion

Activities
Dances, gatherings

Users
Staff and Visitors

Eql ipment
Stage, speakers, dance area, open shelter

Character
There should be fun atmosphere and be able to be decorated for themed
dances.

Per"ormance Requirements
1.

The space needs to promote interaction and allow for mixed activities.
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Spati I
Space

Space
Mechanical

Public Res rooms

Activities

Activities
Repair and upkeep

Restroom 1)se

Users
Staff and Viisitors

Users
Maintenance Staff

Equipment

Equipment

Sinks_,. watt r closets, urinals, mirrors, paper a1sper sers

HVAC, electrical boxes, water pump and
treatment

Character

Character

Clean, private and accessible

Utilitarian
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Spati I
Space
Staff Restr t>oms

Activities
Restroom use

Users
Staff

Equipment
SinksJ. water closets, urinals, mirrors, paper a1sper sers

Character

Space
Storage

Activities
Store equipment, chairs, tables, etc.

Users
Staff

Equipment
Shelves

Character
Utilitarian, accessible, spacious

Clean, priv :ite and accessible
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Facility
Project: Rough Creek Lodge
and Conference Center
Architect: Page outherland
Page of Austin
Location: Glen ose, Texas
Size: 11,000 s . ft. On
11,000 acre-ra ch

This is a 39-room lodge which is primarily used for
corporate meeti gs and hunting retreats which can hold up to 80
over night guests and up to 200 for special events.
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Facility
The overriding de ign consideration was the engagement into th site. The main buildings includes a large cerntral public space with double
height fireplace hich is minimally detailed. The
rafters are left exposed and the connection details displayed. T e materials used here are very
elegantly used to give a character intended
(Williamson 38-4i).
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Project: Texas Tech Junction
Campus

Location: Junct on, Texas

This is th facility that
Texas Tech curr1ntly uses for
TeJULS Tech University
their Red Raiden Camps. It is
Center at Junction
AdmlnlBtralJon Building
H. Juniper HOUM
a college camp4s that was
I . Hummlngl>!rd HOUM
B. Academic Building
Bluebonnet HOUM
c. D!nlng 11&11
adapted to be used for the
X.Bathhouae
L. Maintenance Building
Red Raider Ca p this sumRobert Pacl<ar<I Building
1·10. Screonecl Cablnl
mer. I took noti e what goes
on here to deter ine what
activities need to be incorporated into my new facility (Red Raider Camp Handbook).
A.

i1.

K.
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Overv.·

Context

Overview
This facility will ring in visitor from Lubbock and areas around the state and possibly beyond. The primary contextual goal would be to show these visitors how to go
about building a sustainable facility. This is to be done by fitting the facility to the
site. To have a tl>Uilding interact with the site is almost unheard of in this town. It will
show the area t~at you can be friendly to the environment and save money at the
same time. This site struck me the first time I saw it. It was a place where people
could come in cIDntact with nature. One of the first times I visited the site I saw two
wild turkeys. I have found many raccoon and
-~
- :"-"'' :1
various other a imal tracks around the creek.
·~ean
This site is abou interaction with nature as well
\
~
1
as the creatures of nature. This site has open
~
-j
. . .
Rees~ Ylllage 0 1'" ~
•
0canyon . ,r.
f lelds to accommodate outdoor actlVltleS as
- - tWestCarlisie 0
cJWosmlt
well as a gentle slope to naturally drain away
:
_,
the excess wate and provide a place to oversee ~ ~
~~.,,.o...,.sa~
the activates th tare taking place in the fields. r[
~
1
This is why I picRed this site.
"
[!ill

r

02001 MaoOuest.com. Inc.: 02001 GOT. Inc.
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Site A1 al~sis

Context

Prevailing winds are from the south while the cold winter winds are from the north.
The major noise pollution comes from the major road to the north of the site although the noise isn't bad and can easily be muted with vegetation.

age40

Context

Annual Days of Sunshine

259

Average Annual Temperature

60.1 *F

January Average Temperature

38.8*F

July Average Temperature

80.0*F

Average Annual Rainfall

18.65"

Average Wind Speed

12.4mph

Prevailing Wind Direction

south

Elevation

3,254'
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Site A1 al)Jsis

Context

Demographic Information
Total Population: 201,212
Non Hispanic Anglo: 122,236 (60.7°/o)
Hispanic: 56,282 (28.0o/o)
Non Hispanic Black or African American: 17,104 (8.5%)
Non Hispanic American Indian and Alaska Native: 620 (0.3°/o)
Non Hispanic Asian & Pacific Islander: 3,219 (1.6%)
Non Hispanic Two or more races: 1,756 (0.9%)

Retail Sales
YTDU•O-

u ra

~

19 1i

600

County Population: 245,054

-

City Median Family Income : $42,051

W._.W., 1"7 - JDOI

City Per Capita Income: $17,312
Land Area in City: 115.0 square miles
Land Area in County: 900.7 square miles

-

2001

2000

-1na

-

lttt

1tt1
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Site A

Context

Panoramic View of site.
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Site A1 al)jsis
Contour Map

Context

Site A1 al)jsis

Context

Flood Plain
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Issue tt ~
"""!"'.""""
~~--

~ -~· ~1·

..

... :.-

Use lik materials.

Context

Fit the facility to the site and the surrounding
area.

-

Goal
Use ico ography to link the

two.

In sustainable designs, the site already has a
story. To fit a building to that, you have to listen
to the story and then have the building tell the
same story.

Use design elements to link
them.

Performance Requirement One Establish a
physical and mental link to Texas Tech by using
like materials, design elements or iconography.
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Issue tt]

Context

Performance Requirement Two
Place the bu ildings on the site where
the site wants them , where the vegetation doesn 't grow.
Disturb as little vegetation as
possibl and build where the
plants ve left you to build.

Jf

Make the building
look as if it has
been there a while,
almost like a ruin.

Make i~ look so that the build- Use materials that
ing is growing out of the site by look like they came
using the same material for the fro m the site.
ground surface and walls.

Performance Requirement Three
Design the facility so that it seems to
belong to the site by using what is
natural of the site in t he bui lding.
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Issue #.2
Use ve etation to frame views.

Context

Paths to lead you from one part of the facility
to another and to make that trip an enjoyable
one.

Take the path to places that are
pleasan to see.

Use a ait path to where you
can see :where you are going..

Goal Paths and Targets will be used to bind
the facilities many buildings together and allow
the passage from one to the other.

Performance Requirement One Views from
the path should be limited to sights that are
pleasing but not noticeably restricted.
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Issue tt2

Context

Performance Requirement Two
Make the destination visible so that
it's apparent where to go.

Make the destination
tall enough to see
from the start point.
Pave the path.

Use aterials to make
the estination stick out.

Make a path of gravel or
some kind of rock.

Performance Requirement Three
Use change of ground material to signify path.
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Context
Project: Wildflo er Center
Architect: Overt nd Partners of
San Antonio
Location: Sout west of Austin,
Texas

.,0"

i~ ........ lfil
E~I
. i
._Jrrr 1

Size: 54,000 sq. ft. On a 42
acre-site
This facili~ serves as a home for the study of native plant life
and ecologicall~ sensitive landscapes. The center provides spaces
for research, ed cation, and visitors needs including gardens,
classrooms, a b©tanical library, a gift shop and a 250 seat aud itorium. Both the ll>uildings and gardens where designed to blend with
the surrounding Texas Hill Country.
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Case

toil~

¥.f.1

Context

The design focus son integrating water collection
systems into the uildings. Water flows to a cistern at the entrance though an extension of the
gutter system carried by masonry arches. A central observation t<pwer marking the center of the
complex holds 151,ooo gallons of water in its
base. Approxima ely 450,000 gallons of water
are collected on t e site per year (Forsyth 54-57).
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Case

Contextl

Project: Hill Co ntry Jacal
Architect: Lake/Flato Architects of San Antonio
Location: West of San Antonio, Texas
Completion Yearr: 2000
Size: 1,500 sq. t.

This vacation house looks as if it is embracing the rocky creek side bluff on which is
stands. With 1,500 square feet in one room, it serves as a weekend getaway for a
family of four. The owners goal of building something that sits lightly on the land offering protection from the elements but not acting as a barrier to an experience of the
natural world. The owner wanted a building that would disappear into the landscape
in 100 years if left unattended.
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Case

tuil~

ft2

Context

Clients decided n0t to bring in electricity or to install
a septic system. Instead all of the heading and cooling is passive. A Rumford style fireplace provided
radiant heat. A 5 000-gallon tank stores rainwater,
the toilet is self-c mposting and the stove and refrigerator are propane-powered (Williamson 40-41).
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Space ummali
Size

Units

Number

Total

Lobby

250sf

1

250sf

Office

150sf

1

150sf

Sleeping Quarters

80sf/bed

12

4

3840sf

Small Conference J ooms

20sf/seat

12

4

960sf

Large Conference oom

11sf/seat

60

1

660sf

Dinning Hall

14sf/seat

60

1

840sf

Public Restrooms

30sf/toilet

18

540sf

Staff Restrooms

80sf

1

80sf

Mechanical

100sf

1

100sf

Storage

100sf

1

100sf

Total

7520sf

(De Chiara 1106-1108)
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Addressing Theory Issues:
The theory of my d sign was the first thing I decided on. I wanted to make a building
which would some ow let sustainability rub off on people who came to visit. This is
what happened to me with the Roy Lee Walker Elementary School in McKinney in combination with worki g at Good Fulton & Farrell who had a sustainability lecture series. I
wanted to pass that passion to do what you can to preserve this place for the next generation.
The first issue I dealt with is the image of the building. I wanted to design a building where you look4d at it and knew it was different. You then would want to investigate
and see why this brnilding is different looking than most that exist today, not different as
in odd or extreme, but instead one that responds to the site and is one with the site. An
earth shelter does exactly this in the most extreme way; it is set into the site. Since my
site only had a sligt'tt slope, it lent itself to covering the uphill side of the building, the
north side. This aided in protecting the building from cold winter winds as well as the
sound coming from the traffic nearby.
The next issues dealt with was energy efficiency. The response to this was
though day lighting and rain water collection. Earth shelters loose little heat through
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Through the walls hich have dirt on the other side of them. The soil will actually regulate the temperatu e of the building to a point. The design opens up to the south and
has south facing clear stories to get light to the back spaces. There is a grey water recycling system in the greenhouse and rain water is used to water the garden and landscape.
The third iss e was educating the visitors about the building by just having them
walk around. Ther1 is a green house which you walk though, vegetable gardens which
visitors can see end! up on their dinner plate and the water features are on display. To
circulate where yo need to go you have to get outside and see the natural vegetation
as well as the use f courtyards to bring the outside in and satisfy a code requirement.
Addressing Facility ssues:
In this section my main issue was comfort. The bedrooms were designed to have
two beds each to srve space but still have a private feeling with just sharing a room
with one person. BY putting doors into the court yard from the rooms as well as balconies, visitors are al owed to interact with the environment.
The second i sues dealt with the selection of materials. I judged materials on criteria such as toxici , durability and distance they had to travel to the site. Durability
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s
and distance ende up being the two main two criteria for selection since toxicity was
avoided in design. For example, a sloped roof doesn't use as many toxic sealants as a
flat roof. For the structure I chose site cast concrete. For the infill walls on the exterior I
used metal panels and glass. On the inside of the spaces I used wood on surfaces to
contrast the bare concrete structural members.
Addressing Activityr nalysis:
For the parkipg I made a large gravel area with trees to act as islands for visitors
to park around. This design is very organic and has a very low impact on the site. The
employee parking is concrete and spread out to allow for vegetation.
The lobby has a clerestory to provide lighting to start to give you a feel of what the
rest of the building will be like. There a view into the greenhouse but just enough of
one to draw you though the doors into the space.
In the initial approach I used a cistern to mark the entrance connected to the
building with a wall. This wall carries the rain water to the cistern.
For the dininf I was able to bring in natural light and make it in interesting space
with the views. Th first view is of the site and the second is a view up into a 30' tall
clerestory where the natural light is coming from.
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I
The conference rooms were given tall windows near the wall to wash the wall with
light and high horizontal windows to provide light but not a view. In this space a view is
not desired and wo Id only be a distraction from the activity in the room.
For the dini~~ I was able to bring in natural light and make it in interesting space
with the views. ThJ first view is of the site and the second is a view up into a 30' tall
clerestory where the natural light is coming from.
The lecture hall was not allowed natural light so that presentations could take
place in the dark if needed. There is a small audio visual space at the back of the
room.
The kitchen as access to a freight elevator which goes up to a service drive on
the north side of the building, blocked from the view of the activity spaces to the south.
The sleeping areas have access to either a balcony or a courtyard and the size of
the room is more t~an adequate for a week's stay. On the top level, the rooms were
given vaulted, open ceilings.
In each of the four cabins there is a shared living space as well as a shared cafe
area. There is a cl~restory stretching the width of the building providing light to these
two spaces. There is also a loft above the entrance accessible by ladder for reading a
book or just relaxing.
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The exterior ~paces have trellises with benches for relaxing outside near the water feature. Much f the area around the water feature is gravel and has native plants.
Addressing Conte Issues:
My first issue with context was fitting the facility to the site. In designing an earth
shelter you have to work with the site. The goal is to not have to alter the site too much,
and keep things as they are.
The second i sue was to develop paths and use building elements or water features to guide you qround the site rather than signs pointing where you are to go. The
water feature that waters the garden is used to form a path and the front cistern shows
visitors where to enter the complex.
The last iSSUf was making a connection with nature. This was solved a different
way than I initially t ought because of lack of local building materials. This was solved
with the geometric shaping of the water feature and landscaping reflecting the shapes
of the building. Earith shelters by themselves of course have a strong connection with
nature being sheltered by dirt.
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I started off rranging the individual spaces around the site as separate buildings. This didn't ge~ much accomplished. I then tried to bring all of the spaces into one
building. That didn t fit well and the interaction with nature that I wanted wasn't there.
A bright moment is when I broke my building into two pieces and then finally three
pieces to make a piece layout with the gardens, community buildings and two groups
of cabins. The cab n design it's self took a lot of effort trying to give every space adequate light and satisfy code. The idea of a courtyard was the big break though in that
part of the design. The community building lacked rhythm to the elevations and pieces
of the form which made it attractive didn't work. Stepping the building back to follow
the site gave the elevations some rhythm by taking some hints form the Salk Institute
by Luis Kahn. The exterior material consists of the load bearing site cast concrete walls
and metal panel and glass infill walls to allow light and ventilation. The T wi ndow and a
derivative the upsi e down L window is used to achieve the 1:2 intake to exhaust ratio
for ventilation.
Changes in Approa h:
The major change to the approach to my design dealt with the combi nation and
separation of spaces along with the discovery of an earth shelter as a sustainable
building type.
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Desig

Response

The conceptual basis of my solution lies in the section
and how to bring in day light with clerestories. Working
with the section and
how the two levels
lined up, I was able to ,
bring light down though
both of the buildings.

rr::
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I

Response

Desig

The connection of the cisterns with a channel of water
with a path beside it, is the controlling circulation force
of the design. That exterior path and it's angle is a reflection of the path on the inside of the community
building. This interior path which runs throughout the
building as a double loaded corridor is the controlling
element of the
r
design. On the secpnd level the corridor bridges
though a double height space and allows a few
down into the dininr area.
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Desig

Response

The clerestories form a strong link between the two
buildings, but the community building has it's own
look with the glass ta king the angle of the path
inside.
The most compelling aspect of the design
is the roof pitches controlled by the clere tories as well as the water feature.
These are the two doncepts that I always wanted - - - --=--- - - to
stand out,
day lighting
and water
collection.
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Desig

Documentation
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Desig

Documentation

GROUND FLOOR PLAN
Scale 1· • 100'-o'
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Desig

Documentation

UPPER FLOOR PLAN
Scolo: 1• • 100'-<1°

LO 1 ER FLOOR PLAN

HANDICAPPED BEDROOM FLOOR PLAN

Soolo: 1· • 100'-<1°

Soolo: 1/18" • 1'-o"
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Desig

Documentation

EAST PART OF SOUTH ELEVATION
Scalo: •• • '!Id-().

WEST PART OF SOUTH ELEVATION
Scalo: •• • '!Id-{/'
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Desig

Documentation
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NORTH ELEVATION OF SOUTH CABIN

SOUTH ELEVATION OF SOUTH CABIN
Scdo: , • •

w-41'
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Desig

Documentation
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-RENDERED ELEVATION

WALL SECTION CC

Scdl: 1/10' • 1'--0"
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Desig

Documentation

SECTION AA
Scd« 1132· • 1' -<r

SECTION BB
Scolo: 1-32" • 1'-<>"
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SECTION CC
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Documentation

SECTION DD
Scolo: 1/32'

- 1'--0'

SECTION EE
Sodr. 1-.12" • 1'~·
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Desig

Documentation

STRUCTURAL DIAGRAM

MECHANICAL LAYOUT

WATER COLLECTION DIAGRAM

Not ta Soalo
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Desig

Documentation

FROM DINING

INTERIOR PERSPECTIVES
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Documentation

PICTURES OF THE MODEL
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Desig

FINAL PRESENTATION

Documentation
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